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Most of us WANT change



Most of us WANT change

But we are not willing to
MAKE changes



We want something
DIFFERENT



We want something
DIFFERENT

But we are not willing to 
DO something different



Why?



Change

 Hard
 Scary
 Comes at a Cost



The secret is….



The secret is….

…there is no secret



If you want something
different,

you must do something
different





Procrastination
 is the great thief of productivity

and enemy of change!





motivation ¦ˌmōtəˈvā sh ən¦
noun
reason(s) one has for acting or behaving in a
particular way

“Why aren’t I motivated?”



Why aren’t I motivated?

“For what am I motivated?”

- Miller and Rollnick in Motivational
Interviewing: Preparing People for Change



What motivates you?

achievement, autonomy,
curiosity, competition, helping,

mastery, money, power,
purpose, social connection?



Are you READY to change?



Change Quotient (CQ) Test

http://drpegonline.com/cq-test/



Are you REALLY ready?



Are you REALLY ready?

“People who want milk should not seat
themselves on a stool in the middle of a
field and expect a cow to back up over

their bucket!”



 It’s hard

 It’s scary

 It comes at a cost

3 Barriers to Change



Hard

 Responsibility

 Work

 Patience

 Painful



Scary

 The Unknown

 The Unfamiliar

 Fear of Failure or Success

 What-if Thinking



Cost

 Time

 Resources

 Comfort

 Relationships

 Perceived Control





Why Do You
Procrastinate?



Why We Procrastinate
 dislike of task (lack of variety, boredom)

 feeling overwhelmed

 fear of failure

 perfectionism

 poor time management

 lack of autonomy

 negative beliefs about ability and self
worth



Dr. Peg’s

ABCs of Change



 Attention - Change your FOCUS

 Beliefs - Change what you THINK

 Choices - Change what you DO



 what you want
 what you like
 the benefits
 the outcomes
 where you are going

Attention



 Stinking Thinking

 Erroneous, Inaccurate

 Self, Environment, Future
 Think-Feel-Behave

Beliefs



 Intentional
 Now
 Next
 New

Choices



Strategies to
Overcome

Procrastination



#1 Divide & Conquer

 Chunks/Manageable units

 Create zones

 Buddy System



#2
Reward
Yourself



#3 Schedule Time

 Work backwards
 Plan time for each chunk
 Prioritize
 Scaffolding



We often
underestimate
the amount of

time needed to
complete a task



#4
Manage Your Environment

 Minimize distractions
 Move where you work



Just Do It!



What if?
• Pretend you did feel like doing it;

what would you do first?

• Take that first small step



 Pick one small thing you will do for 21
days (not what you won’t do)

 Be realistic – make it do-able

 Remain consistent – stick with it

 Start Monday: 9/10/12 - 9/30/12

Dr. Peg’s

21 Day Challenge



 www.drpegonline.com/books

 10% off through 10/31/12

 Coupon Code:

 procrastination-webinar

 www.amazon.com

Do Something Different…
For a Change



Knowing is Not Enough

“Insight is necessary but not
sufficient for change.”

What will you DO?
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